
3 Jan 71 

Harold and Howard (00. Sylvia): 

This note refers only to my diagrama of skulls and ny cor- 
respondeticoe with Morgan. I'11 write about other things later-- 
I'm terribly rushed by many things right now. 

I am aware of deficiencies in ny skull diagrams and in ny 
correspondence with Morgan. I am at fault for failing to explain 
some devious thinking that has influenced my approach to organ. 
I ask that you regard these mattera as fluid, and that you with- 
hold criticism until they hecome fixed. 

I do not wish to turn Morhan off by appearing to be a peat, 
demanding moré information than he ts willing to five, more even 
than it is necessary to have. kather I would like to tenage infor-~ 
mation out of hin, and to have him volunteer information without 
being bothered for it. ‘he deficiencies in drawings and corres- 
pondence ure deliberate. For the time being, let him correct my 
mistaxes, for in doing so, he may inadvertently say more than he 
otherwise would. If he continues to reply of his own volition, 
without being pressed, that's fine for us. If not, then I can 
write later und easily explain why 1 am still bothered about the 
accuracy of the diagrams. sor «i while 1 would like him to think 
that I am satisfied, anu 1 would like him to tell me why I ought 
not to be satisfied. 

Devilish, eh? I am ninéful of how abruptly he cut Howard off, 
and would therefore like to try a different approach. sworgan is 
my "friend", but I have pins sticking out of my fingers, and he 
is a balloon. 

Understand that Morgan can say nothing that detracts from 
my conclusion. ‘The basic information is fixed, and cannot be 
revised to my detrisent. if he seeks to revise the essential 
information (that the smallest frarments were located in front), 
he convicts hinself and the other ranel does of being liars. If 
he cannot set that the smaller Seugmmek fragments were located 
neared to the hole in the back of the head than the larver frag- 
ments, then he cannot say anything thait dekeaeks snven the official 
version, 

anyway, these matters are fluid, so please sit ticht for a 
while. ‘hinges are roing good for me with Morgan, and they sould 
go better. 

still, 

Viele 

bernabel


